GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING PAPERS

INDONESIAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL LABORATORY accepts only original papers. Only papers that have not been published or submitted for publication elsewhere will be considered for this journal. Papers may contain all issues of Clinical Pathology and Laboratory Medical disciplines.

Papers should be written in good, clear and proper English. Authors should submit Ethical Clearance with respect to the originality of their works. Authors should fill out the Author Statement form which can be obtained from the IJCP & ML website.

Notes for the study result-based papers. In preparing their papers, authors should follow the general direction as follows:

• Papers should be sent to the editor, OJS Link in the form of MS Word program. Papers should be typed in one and half space and one-inch margins (2.54 cm) format on A4 paper. Length a complete manuscript should be no less than 4 pages and no more than 12 pages (Times New Romans (12 font), including figures, tables, and references.)
• Each component should begin on a new page such as: title page, abstract, key word for indexing, text, reference, table and legend for illustrations.
• Photographs could be clear or glossy. Colored or black and white photographs must be submitted for both illustrations and graphs. Photographs should be submitted using MS Word program.
• Editors reserve the right to edit papers without changing the contents and adapt them to the format used by INDONESIAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL LABORATORY. This is in order to ensure clarity and stylistic consistency. Editors keep the original papers. All accepted papers, in whole or part, in print or electronic form, and their accompanying illustrations, become the property of the publisher. All data, opinion or statement appearing in the papers are the sole responsibility of the writers. Accordingly, the publisher, the Editorial Board and their respective staffs of the INDONESIAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL LABORATORY accept no responsibility or liability of any mistake, inaccuracy of data, opinion and statement.
• Receipt of papers will be acknowledged and authors will be notified as soon as possible once a decision to publish has been made. Accepted papers and illustrations will not be returned. Authors must edit their papers according to the rules and comply to the deadline of INDONESIAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY AND MEDICAL LABORATORY.
• Papers should include name(s) and address(es) of author(s) to which a copy of publication is to be sent, name(s) and address(es) of the Department(s) to which the work should be attributed.
• Illustrations can be described by figures, graphs or diagrams with number written according the reference sequence within the texts. Information must be given concisely and clearly under each illustrations (not in the illustrations). Photo colour must be contrast, sharp and clear.

I. Papers that discuss about study results should be typed in the following format:

Title

• Title must be brief, written in English not to exceed 12 words. Abbreviated title should be written no more than 40 characters. This is used for identification in the Journal as running head and should be included in the title page.
• The author’s full names, affiliations, should follow on the title page. Information of theauthor’s department, address, and all author’s email addresses must be included. Authorship should be limited to only paper writers.

Abstract

• Abstract is required to provide a concise description (not more than 250 words) of the purpose, methods, results, conclusions and suggestion of the study.
• Key words, should be submitted on a separate page (new paragraphs) in 3 - 5 words. The terms which the authors feel to be indexed should be provided below the abstract.

Text

• Introduction must include problem statement, formulation and purpose of study as well as its future use and advantage. Introduction must not contain an extensive review of literature. Only relevant literature to the purpose of study and its relationship with same or similar field warrants a substantial review.
• Methods of study include the explanation of the material and tool which are used, time, location, technique as well as the design. It should be written clearly and in such details so that the work can be duplicated by others. The reference should be given for unfamiliar methods.
• Results and Discussion of papers must be described concisely and if necessary tables, illustrations (figures, graphs) or photos must be included. Text, tables, and figures must be consistent and not repetitious. The results are described by tables or illustration concisely in the text. Vertical line should be made as small as possible to enable viewing. The discussion must be restricted to the significant findings presented.
Discussion should also explain the meaning of the examination’s result, in what way the reported results can solve the problems, differences and similarities with previous studies and development possibilities. Wide digressions cannot be permitted due space constraints. This section should include conclusions of the reported work and suggestion for further studies.

- Mathematical Equations should be presented clearly. Decimal numbers, should be separated by point (,) for English written manuscripts. Tables, illustration, and photographs, should be cited in a consecutive order. The titles and detailed explanations of the figures belong in legends for illustrations (figures, graphs) not in the illustrations themselves, with text, the titles should be written concisely and clearly. All non-standard abbreviations that are used should be explained.

- Tables should be added on every materials presented in the text. They should be well planned and readily understood. Each table should be written within the text.

- The Graphs should be submitted as glossy prints, preferably not wider than 51/2 inches (6 cm). All lettering should be of sufficient size so as to be readily legible in the published form.

- Nomenclature for bacteria should be written as it is in the Bergey's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology. Dorland’s Medical Dictionary and Webster’s International Dictionary may be used as standard references. The first ever mentioned drug should be given its generic or official name, followed in parentheses by chemical formula --only if the structures are not well known and their proprietary names are written in capitals.

- Units. Quantitative measurements should be in metric units in the conventional manner. This should be followed when indicated by SI units in parentheses. Exception of pH, gas pressure measurements (pO2 and PCO2) and osmolarity, where the current used units may be retained. All concentrations should be based on volume per one litre and expressed as mole except in those cases where definite molecular weights have not been established e.g. protein and mixtures where the use SI units optional. Conversion may be carried out using factors presently used enzyme units should be retained in describing reagent preparation, weights and volumes should be given in metric unit as at present. Information of all abbreviation or acronyms of terminology should be stated clearly and presented in the footnote not at the title page.

- Conclusions and Suggestions should be placed at the end of discussion.

- Acknowledgments should include all research contributors, prior to references. It can be directed to all persons who assisted, if any and this should be explained as clear as possible.

**References**

- References should be arranged according to the Vancouver system. References must be identified in the text by the superscript Arabic numerals and numbered in consecutive order as they are mentioned in the text. The reference list should appear at the end of the papers in numeric sequence. Every authors should be written in numeric sequence similar to what appears in a running number in the text. For a) Books: the names of authors, editors, title pages, town of publishers, year of publication, volumes, editions, and page numbers to which reference is cited, b) Periodicals: name of authors, title of pages, title of journals (abbreviated according to Medicos index), year of publication, volumes, editions and number of pages to which reference is made.

**Examples:**

**a. Books:**


**b. Journals:**


**c. Electronic sources:**


**II. Notes on literature based study paper.**

Papers that are written solely based on literature study should be presented in the following arrangement: Title of article, authors, abstracts, introductions, literature study, discussion, conclusion, and references.

**III. Notes on case reports study**

Case reports based paper should be brief and limited to no more than five printed pages in the Journal. The text of case reports should be divided into the following sections: title, name of author(s), abstract, introduction, case(s) and case management with its relevant photograph/descriptive illustrations, discussion, conclusion and suggestion and reference.
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